SPA at Beau monde
Upgrade any Beau monde treatment with the following
• Glass of Prosecco - £5
• 3 hour use of the spa facilities - £20
• 1 hour use of the spa facilities - £10
• Fluffy robe, towel and slippers hire - £3 each or £8 for all
• Extended in-room treatments 15 | 30 minutes - £15 | £30

TEMPLE SPA BODY SCRUBS,
WRAPS & INFUSIONS

TEMPLE SPA MASSAGES
Drift Away - Relaxing Massage

I’ll Be Back - A Facial For The Back

Relaxing top-to-toe massage, with blend of essential oils,
followed with a scalp massage using aromatherapy oils
- 60 Minutes
- 90 Minutes (includes a facial)

£70
£95

In Good Spirits - Energising Massage
Mediterranean massage with essential oils to stimulate and
refresh the skin, body and soul
- 60 Minutes
- 90 Minutes (includes a facial)

£70
£95

Work it Out - Detoxing Muscle Workout
Massage
A detoxifying massage to sculpt, relieve and work out tired
muscles
- 60 Minutes
- 90 Minutes

£70
£95

Mediterranean scrub, warm purifying mud deeply cleansing
treatment, followed by a stimulating massage
- 45 Minutes

The Outer Glow - Facial & Body Exfoliation
Polish and exfoliate the face and body with a BREAKFAST
SMOOTHIE. This invigorating and refreshing all over
treatment leaves the skin soft, revitalised and hydrated

- 45 Minutes

Top-to-toe body-brushing, followed by a warm vitamin and
mineral rich mud wrap while you receive a face and scalp
massage
- 60 Minutes

£95

New Beginnings - Mummy To Be Massage
Full body massage, without the need to lie on your tummy,
with specially trained therapists

£75

More Temple Spa Facials Coming Soon...
My Kinda Skin - Bespoke Prescription Facial
Individual Skin Types
Treatment, using products specifically for your skin type, this
facial includes a face mask, lymph drainage. Choose from
tranquil or lifting
- 60 Minutes

Beau monde Express
- 30 Minute Facial
- 30 Minute Massage

£75

TEMPLE SPA FACIALS

Thermal stone massage is a glorious treatment using warm
basalt lava stones to massage the body from head to toe

- 60 Minutes

£55

Glorious Mud Wrap - Skin Conditioning &
Detoxifying

Rocks Of The Mediterranean - Hot Stones
Massage

- 75 Minutes

£55

£37
£37

Side Orders
Enjoy one of our extra beauty treatments at Beau monde.
We offer a lovely selection of side orders that you can add on
to your main treatment for £15 for a 15 minute treatment or
£30 for a 30 minute treatment...
Scalp Massage
Hand Massage
Neck and Shoulder Massage

£70

